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Purpose: To validate the feasibility of real time kinematography with four-dimen-
sional (4D) dynamic functional wrist joint imaging using dual source CT. Materi-
als and Methods: Two healthy volunteers performed radioulnar deviation and pro-
nation-supination wrist motions for 10 s and 4 s per cycle in a dual source CT 
scanner. Scan and reconstruction protocols were set to optimize temporal resolu-
tion. Cine images of the reconstructed carpal bone of the moving wrist were re-
corded. The quality of the images and radiation dosage were evaluated. Results: 
The 4D cine images obtained during 4 s and 10 s of radioulnar motion showed a 
smooth stream of movement with good quality and little noise or artifact. Images 
from the pronation-supination motion showed noise with a masked surface con-
tour. The temporal resolution was optimized at 0.28 s. Conclusion: Using dual 
source CT, 4D cine images of in vivo kinematics of wrist joint movement were ob-
tained and found to have a shorter scan time, improved temporal resolution and 
lower radiation dosages compared with those previously reported.

Key Words:   Dual source, computed tomography, carpal kinematics, four dimen-
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INTRODUCTION

In the past, radiologic studies of joint disorders focused mainly on the static morpho-
logic depiction of joint internal derangements. However, some joint disorders may 
not show definite abnormalities in a static radiologic study, but will still have dor-
mant abnormalities that are aggravated with joint movement, which triggers the need 
for radiologic imaging of dynamic joint movement. The wrist joint in particular re-
quires four-dimensional (4D) dynamic joint imaging because the wrist is an exceed-
ingly complex and versatile structure, consisting of a radius, ulna, eight carpals, and 
five metacarpals all engaged with each other. Each of these carpal bones exhibits 
multiplanar motion involving significant out-of-plane rotation of bone rows, which is 
prominent during radio-ulnar deviation. The kinematics of these carpal bones have 
been not fully elucidated.1 Thus, studies using 4D wrist imaging were conducted to 
determine the proper modality and to investigate carpal kinematics. 
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and continuous radioulnar and supination-pronation hand 
movements during a scan time of four or ten seconds. Re-
petitive exercises were performed in the CT gantry before 
scanning. The volunteers were positioned prone in the scan-
ner with one hand stretched out forward, and a scan range 
of 3.8 cm (the maximum z-axis coverage of the CT scanner 
during one rotation) was selected to cover the carpal bones. 
Patients were informed of scan time by an audible timer, 
which resulted in even and continuous movements of the 
wrist during scanning.

CT scanning protocol and image reconstruction
A dual source CT scanner (SOMATOM Definition Flash, 
Siemens Medical, Forchheim, Germany) was used. The 
scanner consists of two detectors with 0.28 s and 0.33 s ro-
tation time. The z-axis coverage length was 3.8 cm with 
128 slices [64 (128)×0.6 cm=3.8 cm]. The optimal tempo-
ral resolution can reach up to 75 ms, which is equivalent to 
one fourth of the minimum gantry rotation time (0.28 s).12 

The scan protocol is presented in Table 1. For improved 
depiction of real carpal bone movement, the scan protocol 
was optimized and focused on temporal resolution rather than 
spatial resolution. To minimize radiation exposure, parame-
ters related to spatial resolution, were reduced to minimum 
requirement for 3D carpal bone reconstruction, which were 
100 kv and 80 mA for scanning with CARE Dose 4D on.

Conventional continuous scan mode without table incre-
ments (pitch value of 0) was chosen for optimal temporal 
resolution, which was modified from the premade body per-
fusion CT protocol. However, dual source scanning and a 

Videofluoroscopy and plain radiography are used to diag-
nose midcarpal instability,2-4 but their diagnostic ability is 
limited due to their relatively low resolution, which can be 
problematic when diagnosing overlapping carpal bones. Ul-
trasound is useful for the detection of scapholunate ligament 
tears,5,6 but its utility in evaluating carpal instability is un-
proven.1 Magnetic resonance imaging provides accurate an-
atomical images of the main extrinsic ligaments in palmar 
midcarpal instabilities,7 but its image acquisition time is not 
appropriate for dynamic joint imaging. Multi-detector CT 
(MDCT) has potential for dynamic 4D joint imaging due to 
recent advances in CT technology resulting in a relatively 
short image acquisition time.8 This can provide early detec-
tion and insights into the functional pathophysiology of car-
pal instability. Many studies have been performed with CT 
to validate functional joint imaging of the wrist.9-11 Assum-
ing that there is acceptable spatial resolution, shorter tem-
poral resolution improves dynamic images and makes them 
more realistic. To date, temporal resolution has been re-
duced to 0.5 seconds with 256-MDCT.11

The dual source CT has two detectors arranged at a 90 de-
gree angle to each other, rotating at the same time. Having 
two detectors can reduce the minimum detector rotation an-
gle required for image acquisition, which in turn improves 
temporal resolution.12 The z-coverage length of a 128-chan-
nel dual source CT is 3.8 cm, which is shorter than that of 
higher channeled MDCT, but seems to be enough to cover 
eight carpal bones. It was assumed that improved dynamic 
wrist images with shorter temporal resolution could be ob-
tained using dual source CT. The purpose of this study was to 
evaluate the feasibility of real-time kinematography with 4D 
dynamic functional wrist joint imaging using dual source CT.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
　　　

This study was approved by the institutional review board 
and informed consent was obtained. Two healthy young fe-
male volunteers (26 and 27 years old) were enrolled in the 
study. They practiced radioulnar deviation and pronation-
supination of the wrist joint, which was later recorded using 
dynamic imaging with an optimized dual-source CT proto-
col in order to validate the feasibility of real-time kinemat-
ography.

Volunteer education and positioning
Before scanning, volunteers were taught how to make slow 

Table 1. Scanning Protocol for Real-Time Kinematography 
of the Wrist Joint

Wrist dynamic
Derived from ‘BodyPCT’ protocol
    Single source
    Continuous scan
    360 degreerotation per image acquisition
kV 100 kVP
mAs 80 mAs
Rotation time 0.28 s
Pitch 0
Scan time 10 s
Collimation 128×0.6 mm
Slice thickness 1.0 mm
CARE Dose 4D On
Position increment 0.7 mm
Kernel B50f
Time increment 0.30 s
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joint movement over 4 s and 10 s. Thirty-three images were 
obtained in 10 s during one motion cycle and ten images 
were obtained in 4 s during another motion cycle. Initial 
images were obtained with a joint movement cycle of 10 s. 
By combining the benefits of shorter temporal resolution 
(0.28 s) and theoptimumtime interval (0.30 s), the scan time 
was gradually reduced to the minimum time required to ob-
tain acceptable motion images.

The motion images of one radioulnar and pronation-supi-
nation motion cycle over 10 s (Supplementary video 1 and 
2) show smooth stream of movement with the interaction 
between individual carpal bones clearly depicted. When 
images are obtained over 4 s, the margin and shape of car-
pal bones and their interaction during motion are well-visu-
alized in the images of radioulnar deviation (Supplementa-
ry video 3). However, the carpal bones in the images of 
radioulnar deviation are not fully covered in 3.8 cm of z-
coverage length. This is due to the unintended forearm 
movement that accompanies wrist movement, which is par-
tially caused by the greater difficulty of isolated wrist move-
ment in 4 s compared to 10 s. The quality of the image 
showing pronation-supination over 4 s (Supplementary vid-
eo 4) was lower than the images showing radioulnar devia-
tion over 4 s due to motion artifact. And the margin and con-
tour of the carpal bones was blurred. 

Previous studies using 256 MDCT and this study using 
dual source CT are compared in Table 2. Compared to the 
previous study using 256 MDCT, we used dual source CT 
and obtained dynamic wrist images with improved tempo-
ral resolution, reduced to 0.28 s. Radiation dose was also 
reduced in our study to 0.48 mSv in 10 second images and 
0.19 mSv in 4 second images, compared to 0.5 mSv radia-

smaller rotation angle less than 360 degrees per image ac-
quisition were not available in conventional scan mode due 
to hardware pre-settings. Dual source is available only with 
fixed table increments for cardiac imaging protocol. Thus, 
it was inevitable to use only one detector among dual detec-
tors, and 360 degree of rotation per image acquisition. To 
achieve better temporal resolution, the detector with 0.28 s 
rotation time was chosen as single source, instead of the de-
tector with 0.33 s rotation time. The “series splitting” op-
tion was selected when scanning for image reconstruction.

Kinematic image reconstruction was performed using 3D 
reconstruction software (Inspace, Siemens). The series split-
ting function was used to reconstruct one snapshot of mo-
tion 3D kinematic animation. Reconstruction also focused 
on temporal resolution to depict real carpal movement as 
much as possible with minimal gaps between the motions. 
Among the parameters used in reconstruction, time incre-
ments were adjusted to maximize the temporal resolution. A 
time increment is defined as the interval from the scan start-
ing point of one series to that of the next series (Fig. 1). 
Time increments on the scanner used in this study can be set 
at 0.05 s intervals, such as 0.10 s, 0.15 s, 0.20 s and so on. 
To minimize the gap between motions and make the dynam-
ic images smoother, time interval 0.3 s was chosen which is 
the closest value to the temporal resolution of 0.28 s.

RESULTS
 

Cine images of radioulnar deviation and pronation-supina-
tion movement were captured (Figs. 2, 3 and 4). Two series 
of images were produced according to the complete cycle of 

Fig. 1. Optimized time increment for minimum temporal resolution. Time increment is defined as the time interval from the scan starting point of one series to 
that of the next series; in other words, the time gap between frames of four-dimensional motion images. Two examples of 1 s (A) and 0.30 s (B) time incre-
ments are shown here. The temporal resolution (0.28 s) is depicted as a square in the upper row and the time increment is depicted as an arrow in the lower 
row. The number of arrows is equal to the number of frames in the motion image. (A) With a 1 s time increment, fewer frames were obtained in the fixed 
scan time, and the data scanned during the remaining 0.72 s (0.28 s subtracted from 1 s) were not collected. (B) With a 0.30 s time increment, which is the 
closest value to the temporal resolution (0.28 s), more frames were obtained in the fixed scan time and the wasted data were only that scanned during 0.02 s 
(0.28 s subtracted from 0.30 s). 
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Fig. 2. Cine images of 10 s of radioulnar deviations per cycle from a 26-year-old healthy female volunteer: Coronal view (A) and sagittal 
view (B). Individual carpal bones are differentiated and their interactions are identified. Translocations of proximal carpal bones to the ra-
dial side and distal carpal bones to the ulnar side are shown in the coronal view. Multiplanar movement (extension) of the scaphoid along 
with radioulnar deviation is clearly depicted in the sagittal view.

Fig. 3. Cine images of 10 s of wrist pronation-supination per cycle from a 27-year-old healthy female volunteer. Carpal bones and their in-
teraction are depicted, but the image quality is lower than that of 10 s of radioulnar deviation per cycle due to motion artifact.

Fig. 4. Cine images of 4 s of radioulnar deviation (A) and pronation-supination (B) per cycle from a 27-year-old healthy female volunteer. 
With 4 s of radioulnar deviation per cycle, the margin and shape of the individual carpal bones are well visualized. The carpal bones are 
not fully covered in the 4 s radioulnar deviation images due to unintended forearm movement accompanying wrist movement, which is 
partially to reason that isolated wrist movement is more difficult during 4 s compared to 10 s. Though the pronation-supination images are 
lower quality than the radioulnar deviation images due to motion artifact, and the margin and shape of the carpal bones are blurred, the 
carpal bone movements are still depicted. 
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based on clinical history and signs because there are no ac-
cepted diagnostic imaging criteria.15,16 The diagnosis of ul-
nar impaction is also made based on clinical symptoms and 
ulnar positive variance on a plain radiograph.17,18 On the 
other hand, dynamic wrist imaging can provide direct evi-
dence of pathology that only occurs temporarily during mo-
tion, such as abnormal arrangement of carpal bones or im-
paction of the ulnar styloid process during motion.

Thus, many studies have been performed with CT to val-
idate functional joint imaging of the wrist. Sun, et al.9 mea-
sured the continuous motion of the wrist from full flexion 
to full extension using two-dimensional CT images. How-
ever, 2D reconstruction cannot be applied to radio-ulnar de-
viation of the wrist, which shows multiplanar movement. 
Tay, et al.10 performed functional joint imaging of a cadav-
eric wrist using retrospectively gated spiral CT, in which the 
cadaveric wrist was mounted on a motion stimulator setup 
for 30 cycles of radioulnar deviation of the wrist per min-
ute. This study has limitations in vivo because of the poor 
reproducibility of 30 cycles of wrist movement per minute, 
as well as the hysteresis of carpal movement. Functional 
joint imaging using 256-MDCT has also been performed in 
healthy volunteers by Kalia, et al.11 In that study, the tempo-
ral resolution of the moving wrist image was 0.5 s, equal to 
the gantry rotation time of CT. Images were acquired with-
out any apparatus, during 10 seconds of one complete cycle 
of joint motion, which seems to be much slower than the 
typical carpal motion in daily life.

This is the first study that used in vivo functional imaging 
of wrist joint movement to obtain multiple images in a short 
scan time. Although dual source scanning was not possible, 
0.28 s gantry rotation time provided smooth and flawless 
functional imaging compared to recent images obtained us-
ing 256-MDCT. Thirty-three series were obtained in 10 s 
during one motion cycle and ten series were obtained in 4 s 
during another motion cycle. One series was scanned with 

tion dose of the previous study.

DISCUSSION

4D kinematic images of carpal movement were obtained 
using dual source CT with a temporal resolution of 0.28 s in 
one detector, and an optimal time increment of 0.3 s. Al-
though this study was unable to reduce temporal resolution 
to 75 ms with simultaneous utilization of two detectors, tem-
poral resolution still decreased to about half of that reported 
in previous studies.9,11

The wrist is an exceedingly complex and versatile struc-
ture, consisting of a radius, ulna, eight carpals, and five 
metacarpals engaged with each other. The study of carpal ki-
nematics, which investigates this dynamic inter-carpal posi-
tional relationship, dates back to the late 19th century. How-
ever there is still no theory or model that fully explains wrist 
anatomy and function.1 According to carpal ring theory, 
which is one recognized theory of carpal kinematics, the 
eight carpal bones can be divided into proximal and distal 
carpal bones that form a ring. Each bone in the ring exhibits 
multiplanar motion involving significant out-of-plane rota-
tion of bone rows.13 Especially during radio-ulnar deviation, 
the proximal carpal bones not only move in the radio-ulnar 
plane, but also in the flexion-extension plane.1 In addition to 
multiplanar motion, hysteresis is an another characteristic 
of carpal motion. Hysteresis occurs when the specific mo-
tion of an individual carpal bone varies slightly depending 
on the direction in which the wrist moves.14 Thus, evaluat-
ing the real carpal movement in three-dimensional images 
of a moving carpal bone is challenging.

Other than depicting normal carpal kinematics, 4D imag-
ing of the wrist also has clinical potential for visualization of 
dynamic pathophysiology. In diseases related to carpal mo-
tion, such as dynamic carpal instability, diagnoses are made 

Table 2. Comparison of Dual-Source CT versus 256-MDCT
DualSource CT 256-MDCT*

Z-directional coverage length 64×0.6=3.8 cm 256×0.5=12.8 cm 
Temporal resolution 0.28 s 0.5s 

4D image 
33 series/10 seconds 10 series/10 seconds
13 series/4 seconds

Radiation dose 
400 mGycm·=·0.48 mSv 0.5 mSv†

160 mGycm·=·0.19 mSv*
MDCT, multi-detector CT.
*Data derived from reference.23

†Data derived from reference.11  
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movement. MDCT with faster gantry works also for better 
temporal resolution, but it may be easier to reduce temporal 
resolution by half with a reduced rotation angle and dual 
source scan, resulting in a 90 degree minimum rotation an-
gle per image. Thus, dual source CT has future potential for 
use in functional joint imaging.

In conclusion, using one detector of dual source CT, ac-
ceptable 4D cine images of carpal bone movement were 
obtained in a shorter scan time with reduced radiation ex-
posure than in previous studies. This is a meaningful step 
toward depiction of normal carpal kinematics and dormant 
abnormality in dynamic carpal instability.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Video 1. Motion images of one radioulnar motion cycle 
over 10 seconds.
Video 2. Motion images of one pronation-supination cycle 
over 10 seconds.
Video 3. Motion images of one radioulnar motion cycle 
over 4 seconds.
Video 4. Motion images of one pronation-supination cycle 
over 4 seconds. 
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